Abstract -This paper presents a proposed neural fuzzy network tuned by genetic algorithm (CA). By introducing a switch to each rule, the optimal number of rules can be learned. The membership functions of the neural fuzzy network are also tuned by GA. After training, the proposed neural fuzzy network is employed to interpret grailiti number inputs and commands for Electronic Books @Books).
I. INTRODUCTION
GA is a powerful random search technique to handle optimization problems [I-2, 51 . This is especially useful for complex optimization problems with a large number of parameters that make global analytical solutions difficult to obtain. It has been widely applied in different areas such as fuzzy control [7] [8] [9] 131, path planning [IO] , greenhouse climate control [I I] , modeling and classification [ 12, IS] etc.
Neural fuzzy networks (NFNs) have been proved to be a universal approximator [14], which can approximate nonlinear functions to ad arbitrary accuracy. Expert knowledge and experience can be incorporated into an NFN, which were successfully applied in areas such as prediction [IS] , system modeling and control [14] . In view of its specific structure, an NFN can be used to realize a learning process [2] . In general, learning involves two aspects: (I) defining a network structure based on fuzzy rules, and (2) choosing a learning algorithm. Usually, the network structure is fixed for a learning process as the number of rules is fixed. However, this fixed sfxuclure may not provide the best performance within a given training period. If the structure of the NFN is too complicated, the training period will be long and the implementation cost will be high.
Notebook Computers and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) are changing our life. One of the changes is on our reading habit. Electronic Books (eBooks) are winning their popularity as a kind of media that can offer rich contents and features such as multimedia presentations, instant dictionaries and bookmark functions etc. within a small handheld device. As shown in Fig. 1 , an eBook Reader should have no keyboard or mouse. The main input device is a touch screen. Typing can be done by using an on-screen keyboard. Yet, this is not a convenient way of input. One natural way of inputting information to the eBook is to write directly on the touch screen. However, computers are only good at numerical manipulation, while the interpretation of graffiti is ' Tho work dcscribed in this paper was substantially supporlcd by a Rcrearch Grant of the Centre for Multimedia Signal Processing, The Hong Kong Polytcchnic University (projecl number A432). a symbolic manipulation process. Thus, a way to convert a symbolic manipulation process to a numerical manipulation process should be found. In this paper, an NFN with rule switches is proposed to perform the interpretation of graffiti. GA with arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation [5] will be employed to train the proposed NFN. The result is a graffiti digit and command interpreter. It can interpret the digits 0 to 9 and three commands, namely "Input a Backspace", "Input a Carriage Retum" and "Input a Space". Through this NFN, the optimal fuzzy rules and membership functions can be tuned. It is then applied to an eBook reader experimentally.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed NFN with rule switches is presented in section 11. A graffiti interpreter that is formed by the proposed NFN is proposed in section 111. The tuning of the membership functions and rules of the NFN will be presented. Application results on the interpretation of graffiti digits and commands for eBooks will be given in section IV. A conclusion will be drawn in Section V.
NEURAL FUZZY NETWORK WITH RULE SWITCHES
We use a fuzzy associative memory (FAM) [I71 type of rule base for the NFN. An FAA4 is formed by partitioning the universe of discourse of each fuzzy variable according to the level of fuzzy resolution chosen for the antecedents, thereby generating a grid of FAM elements. The entry at each grid element in the FAM corresponds to a fuzzy premise. An FAM is thus interpreted as a geomehic or tabular representation of a fuzzy logic rule base. For an NFN, the number of possible rules may be too large. This makes the network complex while some rules may not be necessary. The implementation cost is also unnecessarily high. Thus, a multi-input-multi-output NFN is proposed which can have an optimal number of rules and membership functions. The main difference between the proposed network and the traditional network is that a unit step function is introduced to each rule. The unit step functions is defined as, This is equivalent to adding a switch to each rule in the NFN. The rule is used if the corresponding rule switch is closed; otherwise, the rule is not necessary. Referring to Fig. 2 , we define the input and output variables as x, andy, respectively; where i = I , 2, . . ., n,n; n,, is the number of input variables; j = 1, 2, ..., n,,,; no,, is the number of output variables. 
where si, denotes the rule switch parameter of the g-th rule.
TUNING OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS AND RULES OF
THE NEURAL FUZZY NETWORK In this section, the proposed NFN is employed to interpret graffiti digits and commands for eBooks. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the graffiti digit and command interpreter with m graffiti inputs. It consists of m NFNs and a graffiti determiner. The input-output relationships of the NFNs are
The objective is to maximize the fitness value of (7) by setting the chromosome to be [Z(g uig 5, w . for all i, j and g. It can be seen from (6), (7) and (8) that a larger fitness value implies a smaller error value. From (7) and (S), the NFN is trained such that the outputs is similar to its inputs. As shown in Fig. 3 , we have m sets of graffiti training samples for m NFNs correspondingly. Each set of graffiti training samples is used to train its corresponding NFN. During the operation, the sampled points of the input graffiti will be fed to all the m neural fuzzy networks. The output of the m neural fuzzy networks will be fed to the graffiti determiner to generate the final result that indicates the possible graffiti input. The graffiti determiner measures the similarity between the input graffiti and the outputs of the NFNs, which is defined as, The index j of (12) is the output of the graffiti determiner, which indicates the j-th graffiti, is the most likely input graffiti. trained using the GA with arithmetic crossover and nonthe m neural networks in Fig. 3 is described by, uniform mutation [SI. The input-output relationship of one of
W . APPLICATION EXAMPLE A N D RESULTS
The interpretation of graffiti digits and commands for eBooks by the proposed NFN will be presented in this section. 
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These graffiti are shown in Fig. 4 . interpreter thus has 13 NFNs. sampled points for each set of graffiti are used.
The eBook graffiti To train these NFNs, 100 (7)
In these NFNs, the number of membership functions is 15. Referring to (5), the proposed neural fuzzy network used for the interpretation process is governed by, 
,=I
The fitness function for each NFN is defined as follows, 1
The GA with arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation [5] is employed to tune the membership functions and numbers of rules of the NFN of (13). The objective is to maximize the fitness function of (14). The best fitness value is 1 and the worst one is 0. The population size is IO. The lower and the upper hounds of the link weights are defined as Table I . From this Table, it can be observed that the numbers of connected links in the NFNs are reduced after leaming. Each neural fuzzy network has 150 rules initially. Fig. 5 shows the similarity values of each NFN for the 390 (30 for each type of graffiti) testing graffiti. It can be seen that the NFN trained by a particular graffiti will provide a smaller similarity values for that kind of graffiti. For example, in Fig. S(a) , the similarity values of the fmt 30 testing graffiti (digit " 0 ) are smaller, as that NFN is trained by 100 digit "0" training graffiti. We have successfully implemented the graffiti digit and command interpreter in the eBook shown in Fig. 1 . The image of inputting a digit "9" to the eBook reader using the proposed graffiti digit and command interpreter was captured and is shown in Fig. 6 .
By introducing a switch to each rule, an NFN can be tuned to obtain the optimal number of rules, and learn the inputoutput relationship of an application using GA. This implies a lower cost of implementation. The proposed NFN with rule switches trained by GA has been applied to interpret graffiti digits and commands for eBooks. Fig. 5(b) . Similarity values ofthe neural network for digit "I". 
